
The Director - male, 51
Seemingly an Antagonist, also the creator and self-appointed Captain of the Emerald Maiden. 

Age- 51

Height- 6’0”

Body type- Athletic

Eyes- One green, One mechanical.

Hair- Silver

Distinct features- The Director will appear through holograms and backstory as a young, desperately attractive if 
somewhat flamboyant character. This will be juxtaposed against his present self - a man marred by

 burns on his face and arm, with a Phantom of the Opera post-modern stylized mask covering his damaged features.

“Welcome to the Emerald Maiden, here at this station you will be begin a great journey into the realm of dreams.”

“You will find things here that the outside world cannot offer you, new worlds at your fingertips.”

“Stepping into the dream machine can bridge the gap between reality and imagination, but be warned...to the faint of
heart the greatest of adventures comes with it’s own share of consequences. “

Nurse Becca Caplain  - female, 30
Height- 5’3”

Body type- Thin

Eyes- Blue/Gray

Hair- Redhead

Distinct features- Becca is always dressed in a 1920’s war nurse’s uniform; she appears to be accessible and is 
helpful to the player…at first. Accent is British.

Story: 
The player’s parents (the director) were great explorers and researchers playing in the field of dream study. 
Throughout their explorations they stumbled upon a great artefact in the Amazon. Local tribesmen spoke of

 the powers of these artefacts and called the people

 who once used them Dream Walkers. But one man’s dreams are another man’s nightmares….

“Could it...be? My how you’ve grown! And you look just like her! You startled me in the lobby earlier, it’s hard to
tell what’s real anymore. I don’t have time to explain everything. Your mother is '

there too...but there’s something you’ll have to see for yourself. Meet me in the lower levels as soon as possible. The
code to access the elevator is 35396. The Director is surely lurking these 

halls somewhere...I suggest you stay out of his way.”

“You’ve arrived! Time is of the essence dear. This is the reunion you have sought. Now your mother, she would
have left something with you. A gift. It is the key to her salvation. Look through

 the lens and see her plight...”



The Bartender- male,45

Age- 45

Height- 5’7”

Body type- Thin

Eyes- Blue/Gray

Hair- Grey/Brown

Distinct features- Dressed in a tux, very proper. Possibly Texan?

“Hey there miss, another weary traveler? You’re the first visitor I’ve had in some time, a few regulars of course but 
they aren’t very nice.”

“Listen, I’m sure you’re here on official business, but would you do me a favor and flip the switch on that stage
across the way? I’ve got limited abilities to engage with the real world, I’m sure you

understand"

“Thanks! You’ve certainly brightened my day...or night. Hard to tell. Take this, it may come in handy. You seem 
real nice, so let me offer you a piece of advice, nothing is quite as it seems. And

 remember on the Emerald Maiden visitors are advised to Dream Responsibly.”

The Mother - Alice - female, 50

Age- 50

Height- 5’4”

Body type- Thin

Eyes- Green

Hair- Blond

Distinct features- Been living in stasis and so she hasn’t aged, the player interacts with this character in spirit. 

See the following clip for inspiration

Story: 

As previously stated in other character bios, Alice and her husband the director, traveled the world for nearly a 
decade in search of mythological artefacts used by ancient peoples to allow them to dream walk. Alice had been a 

leading neuro-physicist who wanted to be 

able to record and interact with dreams, explore the subconscious. She created a machine that would allow for 
dreams to appear as interactive simulations (at least theorectically) but she lacked the power to make it work – hence
the 

artefacts, they held mystical 

properties! When she paired the artefacts with the machine the consequences were dire as the artefacts house an evil 
dream spirit long banished by ancient tribes. She sought to harness that power, and quell the beast and she failed.



She entered the machine itself and

 has now been living in the world of dreams…..

On tape recording her notes in her diary:

“My husband and I have traveled to the amazon jungle, unexplored by modern man. We search for a lost artifact. A
local tribe has directed us here, to a sacred place spoken of in their legends

 dating back thousands of years. Apparently this artifact possesses great power and could be a significant stepping
stone for our research into the subconscious mind. It is my belief that ancient

 peoples found a way to harness the power of this artifact to control their dreams, bridging the gap between reality
and mere illusion. They called these peoples Dream Walkers.”

And then for the Trailer:

 

VO [to be tried by all roles and to be inserted over trailer]

“For	  most,	  life	  is	  a	  boring	  rou2ne.	  Where’s	  the	  adventure?	  The
danger?	  The	  excitement?	  But	  it	  doesn’t	  have	  to	  be	  like	  that
for	  you,	  you	  are	  special.	  What	  if	  you	  could	  stop	  the	  clock?
Walk	  in	  and	  out	  of	  the	  past?	  Live	  en2re	  life2mes	  within	  the
blink	  of	  an	  eye?	  At	  Dream	  Machine	  Corpora2on	  we	  invite
you	  to	  dream	  walk,	  to	  join	  us	  and	  live	  a	  thousand	  life	  2mes.

It’s	  all	  within	  your	  reach….	  
“But remember….one man’s dreams are another man’s nightmares...”








